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Your firm wants to hedge the receivable into pounds. Operating exposure, also called economic exposure,
competitive exposure, or strategic exposure, measures the change in the present value of the firm resulting
from any change in future operating cash flows of the firm caused by an unexpected change in exchange rates.
Forward Market Hedge ge 2. In the following slides, a firm faces the following exchange rates: 1. Value of?
Suppose Boeing imported a Rolls-Royce jet engine for? The extent to which the value of the firm would be
affected by unanticipated changes in exchange rates. If the price of the currency goes up, his call will lock in
an upper limit on the dollar cost of his imports. As an example, consider a U. Payment from the French firm in
euro is due in three months. If Coca- Cola purchases euros one year for forward, find the dollar cost in one
year. The major currencies are the: U. Buy the present value of the foreign currency payable today. Not
dollars. Money market interest rate is 8 percent per annum in the Somalia and 5 percent per annum in euro
zone. If the price of the currency goes down, he will have the option to buy the foreign currency at a lower
price. If the price of the currency goes down, puts will lock in a lower limit on the dollar value of his exports.
In addition, the probability distribution suggests an 80 percent probability that the cost of the payables when
unhedged will exceed the cost of hedging with a forward contract. If only certain contingencies give rise to
exposure, then options can be effective insurance. How much will they save in taxes if they implement the
program? Which of the following is or are true? Convert dollars to pounds at spot, receive? Detail a strategy
using forward contracts that will hedge exchange rate risk. This amount will service your payable and you will
have no exposure to the pound. A currency option provides the right to buy or sell a specified amount of a
particular currency at a specified price called the strike price, or exercise price within a given period of time.
Cross-Hedging involves hedging a position in one asset by taking a position in another asset. Options Market
Hedge ge 4. Country Britain Pound? The effectiveness of crosshedging depends upon how well the assets are
correlated. Answers: [a. The importer will be better off if the pound depreciates: he still buys? Find the cost
real cost of hedging payables RCHp. Everything else is a minor currency.


